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Teknapack Interleaving Powder provides separation between individual sheets of glass (lites) after they are packaged.  
 
Packed flat glass requires some form of mechanical separation to prevent glass on glass contact. When lites are packed using 
interleaving powder abrasion is prevented but the glass surface is also exposed to the surrounding environment. 
 
Interleaving powder must also be easy to apply and easy to remove when glass arrives at the next step of its value-added process. 
 
TEK-SC-110 is a PMMA copolymer with glass transition temperature of about 90C which allows the polymer bead to exhibit a degree 
of elasticity as compared to pure PMMA polymer. This elasticity minimizes potential for damage of soft coated (Sputter coated) glass 
coatings. 
 
TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ Description and Application Recommendations 
 
Teknapack TEK-SC-110 is a PMMA copolymer which has been screened to remove oversize and undersize particles with the target 
mean particle size being 110 microns. 
Teknapack TEK-SC-110+ is the same PMMA copolymer as TEK-SC-110 but with the addition of approximately 0.02% kieselguhr which 
is added as a flow enhancer. 
 
TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ are primarily intended for use with soft coat (sputter coated) glass. TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ have a tight 
particle size distribution which helps ensure the loading bearing of separation is carrier by the majority of the beads. Also, the semi-
resilient properties of the TEK-SC-110 copolymer help soften the load at the point of contact. 
 
Applying TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ at a rate of about 100 mg per sq. meter is a good starting point. Adjust application rate up or down 
to suit end user needs. 
 
Interleaving powder forms a static electric bond to a glass surface. Excessive application can lead to powder falling off the glass. TEK-
SC-110+ can be more sensitive to fall out because of the added flow enhancer. 
 
TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ are produced in a climate-controlled production facility using best practices developed in the bulk powder 
processing industry. 
 
Attention to climate control and process control allows Teknapack to produce Interleaving powder that is consistently free flowing, 
providing uniform application and the highest degree of surface protection available. 
 
Storage 
 
Although TEK-SC-110 and SC-110+ are packaged in heavy duty Poly bags and heat sealed to lock in quality, material should be stored 
in areas that experience the least amount of variation in temperature and humidity.  

 


